Chiral photonic crystals with an anisotropic defect layer.
In the present paper we consider some properties of defect modes in chiral photonic crystals with an anisotropic defect layer. We solved the problem by Ambartsumian's layer addition method. We investigated the influence of the defect layer thickness variation and its location in the chiral photonic crystal (CPC) and also its optical axes orientation, as well as of CPC thickness variation on defect mode properties. Variations of the optical thickness of the defect layer have its impact on the defect mode linewidth and the light accumulation in the defect. We obtain that CPCs lose their base property at certain defect layer thicknesses; namely, they lose their diffraction reflection dependence on light polarization. We also show that the circular polarization handedness changes from right-handed to left-handed if the defect layer location is changed, and therefore, such systems can be used to create sources of elliptically polarized light with tunable ellipticity. Some nonreciprocity properties of such systems are investigated, too. In particular, it is also shown that such a system can work as a practically ideal wide band optical diode for circularly polarized incident light provided the defect layer thickness is properly chosen, and it can work as a narrow band diode at small defect layer thicknesses.